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Exodus 3: 1‐15 
“Googlewhack” 
July 8, 2012 
Rev. Lou Nyiri 
 
Googlewhacking is a challenging pursuit – albeit for those with a little extra time on their hands 
– which involves searching the popular Google search engine with a two‐word or more search 
argument that will produce exactly – meaning exactly no less and no more than – one result. 
That is to say the typed entry into the Google search engine will produce one and only one Web 
page – as indexed by Google – in the world which has that specific combination of words one 
enters. 
Some past examples, which may have changed are:  Comparative unicyclist – maladroit wheezer 
– demurrable insufficiencies – fringe wallowing phenomenon – carburetor logotype – cuneiform 
meatspace. 
I told you – discovered by those with some extra time on their hands. 
 
However, they are not without significance. 
As googlewhacks these phrases are unique in that they appear only once in a search of over 
three billion Web pages. 
Now, lest we think this is an easy game to win, let’s not forget that the Google database is 
updating constantly, thereby making the solitary search result more and more elusive. 
And yet, a googlewhack reminds us that some times in life there are unique events which occur 
and have in Google‐Land a search which results in a 1 through 1 of 1. 
 
It’s not surprising then that we might find a googlewhack in today’s reading from Exodus 3. 
 
The googlewhack this reading from Exodus 3 is the blazing bush that was not consumed.  
Burning but not burning out. 
For that very reason, Moses stops to investigate that which he has not seen before – that which 
in his day is a 1 out of 1 occurrence. 
Moses sees in this burning but not charring shrub something unique which calls out to him. 
 
In our lives we undoubtedly encounter such burning opportunities – moments given to us – by 
God – I believe – which, if we are open to them, can grab our attention and cause us to wonder 
or ponder what God is up to. 
 
When such a moment occurs – and when our senses are in tune with this God event – our 
response is best understood in Moses’ response – to recognize that we are on ‘holy ground.’ 
To get comfortable – To let it sink in – To listen to what God is trying to say. 
In these moments – in such events – on such ground – we must rely on the hope that God will 
speak to us a word we need to hear as God unveils God’s purpose or calling for our lives… 
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When we stop and encounter this moment, we too can expect to hear God call out to us – as 
God did to Moses. 
 
This encounter is life‐changing. 
This encounter is something which takes hold of us and influences us. 
 
It may start as a whispering breeze – like when we grow up in a family of faith where God and 
God talk are natural parts of the equation.  From such beginnings we often find that we grow 
into our life’s calling through what I call “an evolution of faith.”  I grew up in a family like this.  I 
remember my father saying to me on more than one occasion, “Lou, I don’t care how big a man 
you’re friends think you are Saturday night.  You’re never too big a man to NOT get up Sunday 
morning and go to [worship].”  God was just part of our familial makeup.  As a result, I never 
had an Apostle Paul, Damascus Road experience whereby my faith and my calling just 
miraculously appeared to me.  Rather, I had moments where God’s message and God’s call 
became clearer to me.  I grew into my faith and my calling. 
 
While it can begin as a whispering breeze, before we know it it can fan itself into an all‐
consuming flame that will not let us go. 
This all‐consuming flame might start out in a devotion or prayer or traveling conversation in a 
van or on an airplane en route to a mission locale. 
It may start out around a family dinner table in which a faith‐forming conversation begins over 
dessert then moves onto the back porch whereby as one watches the sunset there is a sense 
that God‐breathed rays of hope and call are dawning in a life. 
 
In such moments, you are on holy ground. 
 
Holy ground is a place where everything becomes transformed. 
Conversation – place – life itself – everything takes on new meaning. 
One cannot see life the same again after having such an encounter. 
In his interaction with God, Moses begins to see that his life has a theological dimension to it. 
Prior to this encounter, Moses life had been primarily political. 
Now it is theological – it’s theo‐logia – the study and reasoning out of God in his life – and what 
his life will look like in response to this encounter. 
 
Lloyd Ogilvie, former Chaplain to the U.S. Senate, mentioned with regard to the weekly Bible 
studies he led with elected officials that they had a saying by which they lived their lives and 
fulfilled the responsibilities of their Senatorial office: 

“Without God we can’t; Without Us God won’t.” 
They met together weekly – on holy ground – to discern God’s presence & purpose for their 
lives and elected offices. 
 
When on holy ground – take your shoes off – settle in – and engage in the encounter – you 
never know what will come of it. 
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You’re walking on the battlefield or in your neighborhood when an idea occurs to you about 
some change you need to make in your life. 
You read a book – maybe it’s the second or third time you’ve read this very same book – when 
something suddenly comes alive for you. 
You’re busy with the details of the day when a child asks you to read a story. 
You’re in an argument with a family member and really quite angry when something inside your 
head “clicks” and you remember that you love this person very deeply – much deeper than the 
argument you’re trying to win – in that moment the ground under your feet takes a seismic 
shift and you’re awakened to the holy opportunity presenting itself to your relationship. 
 
When we are alert to the moment – there is something holy which can occur – something 
which can only be brought about by God. 
 
And when it is brought about by God – let’s not forget that it is also empowered by God – and 
for that we are thankful. 
 
Although we may not feel as though we have the natural desire or personal conviction or 
qualification to do God’s work in the world – let’s not forget that we’re not alone. 
To Moses’ disputation with God that he was not the one with the eloquence to speak on behalf 
of the Almighty – God responds with a pointed and emphatic reminder – “I will be with you.”  
(Exodus 3:12) 
Still not believing he has what it takes to further God’s plan, Moses in chapter 4 – describes 
himself as “slow of speech and slow of tongue” (4:10).  And God responds (with some sense of 
frustration) that Moses is to employ the aide of his brother Aaron as his mouthpiece.   
Together, these two will become God’s voice among the people. 
Moses will discern – give the plan to Aaron – Aaron will distribute the message to the people. 
 
The point is that God equips those whom God calls. 
God doesn’t call us only to send us out so that we might crash & burn. 
God doesn’t give us the words to speak only to have us become tongue‐tied. 
God addresses – God invites – God challenges and God empowers us to do his mission in the 
world. 
 
This morning, we have the distinct privilege to hear from two young people who heard the call 
of God to go serve their neighbors in Clinton, TN and took a faithful step onto Holy Ground. 
 
One of these young people – Drew May ‐ cannot be with us today – so he has sent us his 
thoughts –  
 
The other person to share this morning is Brontee Fennimore and so I invite her up. 
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This morning, we also wish to share with you a taste of our workcamp experience – by sharing 
how our evening program ended each night – we viewed a slide show which gave us a glimpse 
at the 40+ worksites which in a very real sense were less about work and more about 
witnessing to holy ground encounters – places where God is at work and continues to be at 
work for the conversation has not ended simply because we have returned home.  For as we 
ponder the encounter, God will continue to reveal to us what it is God is up to. 
 
Each closing slide show was set to the song “Live Like That” by Sidewalk Prophets.   
 
Some of the lyrics are as follows: 
Sometimes I think…what will people say of me…when I’m only just a memory… 
Was I Jesus to the least of us…Was my worship more than just a song… 
Am I proof that You are who you say you are…That grace can really change a heart…When they 
see me do they see You… 
“I wanna live like that – And give it all I have – so that everything I say and do – points to you…” 
 
So now, let’s see some glimpses of ‘holy ground’ encounters… 
 
[show power point] 
 
Let us pray. 
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Benediction: 
At workcamp, we had a saying this year, it might be considered a googlewhack – it was a call & 
response – yogo‐sawcmig – y‐o‐g‐o‐s‐a‐w‐c‐m‐i‐g – it served as a unifying and rally cry for our 
youth group – the leader would call out yogo – the reply was sawcmig. 
 
It also gave us a sense of focus for the week as it stood for the following: 
You Only Get One Shot At Work Camp Make It Great. 
 
Today we could change it to reflect a universal calling: 
YOGOSALMIG 
You only get one shot at life – make it great! 
 
Go into this day – into this week – into this life and remember wherever you go there is 
potential for you to be on holy ground – keep your eyes open – keep your ears open – keep 
your hearts open – keep your sandals loosened so that when necessary you can remove them 
and fully encounter the moment and hear what God has to say & where God is calling you to 
go… 
 
Yogo – Salmig. 


